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dimension pro 15's new midi-enabled feature is worth a look. for anyone doing a lot of midi work,
you can now perform midi tasks from within the program, and assign them to keys on the keyboard.
if you ever change a midi channel, you can select which instruments will be affected by the channel
change and which will not. there is no way to load a preset, but cakewalk did create a specific preset

for the sonar. a nice touch is the ability to load the sonar preset with a different sonar instrument
selected. this way, you can drag in a new preset with different patches for each instrument. the

hu-11 is a versatile mastering/mixing console with many features, including 14 faders and 16 inputs
and outputs, all of which are accessible from remote control. it also includes dynamic volume, pan,

and eq controls, a 10" touchscreen monitor with two hot keys and two dedicated buttons, and a
2-way rotary encoder for controlling the host software remotely. the hu-11's four high-quality

15,000-ohm, 24-bit audio and video inputs and outputs can be connected to a variety of sources and
outputs with ease. the hu-11's internal connectivity is further enhanced by a usb 2.0, firewire 400,
and ieee 1394 firewire 400 port. the hu-11 can be connected to your mac or pc via its usb 2.0 port

for direct audio or video monitoring, recording, and control. four of the hu-11's many input channels
and outputs can be assigned to independent monitor controls. an extra headphone output is

available for recording and monitoring. the hu-11 also includes a true mixing section with 12 24-bit
channels for use as a digital mixing console. the hu-11 also features standard computer control and

monitoring with four high-quality monitor speakers. a high-quality, in-ear monitor can be used to
monitor your mixes from the headphones to the monitoring speakers.
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ithink an additional feature that dimension pro should offer, and something they may be
consideringadding, is the ability to assignindividual physicalparameters to each sound's element. for
instance, you would be able to assign a "free" parameter to the open tuning, a "tremolo" parameter

to the vibrations, anda "attack" parameter to the attack pedal. if you're looking for a global, all-
encompassing instrument in the middle of the price range,you're definitely going to do better with
many better synthesizers, but dimension prois a big step up from entry-level stuff. dimension pro is
perfect fora lead instrument, either electric or acoustic, and completely up to the task of deononkey
drums. since a smallish keyboard sounds pervasively more realistic thana complex pad, i'm a huge
fan of using it as a piano for everything. every single sampleis the same instrument, and it's very

easy to tweak knobs without going somewhere nasty, likecybersubs. i'm going to be a little bit more
conservative here, but dimension pro can also be a great bassinstrument. i like it for that role

mostly, but also for synths, pads, pianos, and even some guitar sounds.the tone-matching feature of
dimension pro is very handy for things like percussive instruments,where you just want a little
increase in ambient low-end as necessary to match your kick drum.not all instruments can be

realistically modeled, but those that can, like some jazz pianos,seem to come straight out of the box.
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other features in dimension pro include three different effects sections(reverb, delay, and chorus)
and a full vu mode. dimension pro's two filter sections (fuzz anddistortion) are responsive and

versatile. overall, dimension pro works well for pianos,as well as other sampled instruments, and is
quite comfortable with more complex sounding synthesizers,like an analog synth of a decent quality.
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